Ranked as Number #1
Live Education Room for
Forex and Binary Options

Join now and get LIVE,
exclusive access to...
UNIQUE Binary Options & Forex Strategies We Use Daily
INCREDIBLE In Depth Market Analysis On Multiple Assets
QUALITY Trading Education & Discipline Training

Over 15 Years Of Trading Experience
Today, just about anyone that wants to be successful with binary options and
Forex trading makes it a point to buy a membership to Binary Options Trading
Signals (BOTS). Regardless of your experience level, you can now join with
tons of other amazing members and begin learning from a Master Trader with
over 15 years experience in the markets. With our unique strategies,
members aim to take make the most of every single day by watching our
charts which host many of our custom developed indicators and tools.

Once you subscribe, you will see why so many people feel that no other
program can compare to it.

Read What Our Members Have To
Say
Testimonial from Elizabeth.
"Your classroom is amazing! I can hardly wait for 9:00 EST! Your software is the bomb. Your
teaching makes it easy for even a beginner to understand. Best of all, you have a heart felt
concern for every student to become successful, leaving no one behind."I spent years

searching ….and losing money trading the markets with stocks, options,
binary.Im grateful that you introduced me to forex.Thanks for your guidance,
wisdom and structure that I desperately needed to succeed. I have to pinch
myself often….Im winning consistently for the first time. My dreams come
true.With each thought of you ….I send you blessings!You Light the Way

Testimonial from Jack R., M.D.
Master Trader is amazing!! He is not only highly skilled at guiding all of us with his
wisdom, but he has an extremely good heart and truly cares very deeply about all of his
students!!
It may be hard for you to believe this initially if you are new to the trading room, but your
experience will show you that he is more invested in the success of his students than in
his own personal gain. It is truly remarkable that such people still exist, who genuinely
care about the well being of others in a very deep, authentic way, and MT is certainly
one of them!!!! And in a very big way!!!!
Furthermore, MT is very modest and gives credit where credit is due to a number of
others who have also selflessly shared their experience in order to generously help

others. I am also very grateful to Lema, Humphrey, Dr. Natalia, Tony Davis and Batman
amongst others who deserve a lot of acknowledgement and appreciation for their help
in guiding the rest of us in the trading room. They are also amazing individuals and their
contributions have been invaluable!!!!
In addition, another thing that makes MT special, is his philosophical outlook on life. He
is well versed in the importance as well as the power of positive psychology and having
the right mindset, not only for successful trading, but also for life in general.
I give my highest recommendation as well as my utmost gratitude for the service that
MT is providing in such a profoundly wise and extremely generous way!!!!
Jack R., M.D.

Transparent Member Results Are
Key
If you are still not convinced, you will soon find that transparency is everything
to us. In the video here we want to share with you and the rest of the world,
exactly how our members are doing every single day, whether good or bad.

We pride ourselves in giving any potential new subscribers an accurate
picture of how other members have been doing in the trading room. Also, we
want our current and long time subscribers to be able go back see how they
have progressed since joining us. Transparent member results are key.

Grab A Full Membership Today!

